**Foreman - Feature #26080**

Add value type for template inputs that can be one of plain, search, date time

02/19/2019 08:16 AM - Marek Hulán
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**Description**

For initial scope (scope of this issue) the "plain" and "search" value types are enough, date-time will only be added when we have a picker. When entering the value for input with value type "search", the auto complete field will be used for a given resource.

**Associated revisions**

Revision 5b645686 - 04/05/2019 07:14 AM - Amir Fefer
Fixes #26080 - Add autocomplete and date to report template (#6531)

Revision c0ce9174 - 04/07/2019 11:25 AM - Marek Hulán
Refs #26080 - dropped fixes from input value types

**History**

#1 - 02/19/2019 08:16 AM - Marek Hulán
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

#2 - 02/19/2019 08:17 AM - Marek Hulán
- Description updated

#3 - 03/03/2019 04:48 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6531 added

#4 - 03/24/2019 03:08 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing

#5 - 04/05/2019 07:14 AM - Marek Hulán
- Fixed in Releases 1.22.0 added

#6 - 04/05/2019 08:01 AM - Amir Fefer
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 5b645686f4608a432d68b57aa1b62a700f299289.

#7 - 04/05/2019 02:08 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6655 added
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